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High Security Building (HSB) for Data Center

Mobile Security Vault (MSV) steel-composite

- In the construction sector in Sweden,
tools and other goods are stolen annually at a worth of SEK 5.5 billion.
And then we only talk about thefts
reported to insurance companies. The
true number may be over 8 billion.

Deployable Explosive and Weapon store

Mobile Security Vaults - a solution for increased security requirements
In an uncertain world, requirements for approved security systems and more secure storage are increasing. On 1 April 2019, the new Swedish Security Protection Act will come into force. This Law covers
all security-sensitive activities, more than before, and applies to both public and private operations.
The obligations of those who conduct business will become clearer and adapted to the threats of today.
The great difference is that the authorities will transfer the responsibility to the
companies, which must begin to make risk
analyses to see what needs to be protected, says Hans Wallin, technical expert at
the Cesium AB in Katrineholm. Cesium,
managed by its founder and owner Jack
Gustavsson, has manufactured mobile
vaults for fifteen years and has become one
of the leading companies of the industry.
Cesium is now ready to respond to the
increased demand for products for secure storage required by the new Security
Protection Act.
- We began to think along these lines
already 15 years ago with our Mobile
Security Vaults. Perhaps we were too early
then, but now reality has caught up, says
Hans Wallin.
- Then fixed installations were built. Now
we are building movable sections that can
be relocated if better needed elsewhere.
Advantages are of course economy, but
also that the level of protection of our products is much higher, says Peter Adolfsson, marketing manager at Cesium.
- Fixed installations were usually built as
rock constructions, says Hans, expensive

to build, and today’s weapons can knock
out also such facilities.
Secure storage facilities
- It is about creating secure storage for

valuable assets. Large companies, such as
Amazon, Microsoft, Facebook and Google, must make security assessments to
evaluate their need for secure storage. Also
smaller companies may want to securely
store sensitive documents, expensive tools,

medicines or precious metals, but of course it also concerns storage of weapons,
says Peter Adolfsson.
- Precious equipment, surveying instruments and other theft-prone property can
be effectively protected. Cesium can offer
opportunities to store property as securely
as in a bank vault. You can simply take the
vault with you ”into the forest”, says Hans
Wallin.
- In Sweden, security law has now been
tightened. The EU will probably do so,
too. That is of course good for us and our
company, says Peter Adolfsson. Facing
an increase of threats of international
terrorism and advanced crime that do not
care about state borders, requirements for
passive security will increase.
- Secure storage in, for example, server
rooms is becoming increasingly important.
Criminals have begun to break in and steal
the servers. In the past mostly destruction
and sabotage happened. Now the threat
picture looks a little different. You may
also face threats of inflicted damage if you
will not pay up some money. Pure extortion! says Peter Adolfsson. Cesium also
delivers larger and smaller element-built

Cesium, managed by its founder and owner Jack Gustavsson, has
manufactured mobile vaults for fifteen years and has become one of
the leading companies of the industry.
server halls, etc., with the same high protection level as the Mobile Security Vaults.
Theft is costing a lot
e need for secure storage space is tightened
by the new legislation but the problem
with theft of valuable material has existed
for a long time.
- In the construction sector in Sweden,
tools and other goods are stolen annually at a worth of SEK 5.5 billion.
And then we only talk about thefts
reported to insurance companies. The
true number may be over 8 billion.
After all, it will be the end customers
who will have to pay and they have
started noticing it, since it affects building cost. Something needs to be done
in order to simplify for builders and
make it difficult for crime, says Peter
Adolfsson.
When Jack Gustavsson and Cesium
started building Mobile Security
Vaults 15 years ago the primary target
group was the construction and industry
sector. Afterwards it was found that the
products also fitted an international market, where there were few offers of qualified secure storage, including for weapons
and munitions.

Poor weapons control
- There are about 200 million state-owned
weapons, under control. But there may
be, additionally, 800 million weapons in
circulation, under less or no control, says
Hans Wallin, who also works within the
UN SaferGuard program, which aims to

reduce the huge amounts of illegal weapons and munitions “in orbit” around the
world.
- Many countries have poor control, and
weapons, ammunition and explosives
may be kept under bad security. It is not
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uncommon with ”losses” of state-owned
weapons. In 2003 millions of small calibre
weapons ”disappeared” in Iraq. In 2014,
750,000 US weapons “were lost” in Afghanistan, says Hans.
- We notice an increased interest from
authorities and countries concerning more
secure weapons and munitions
storages, says Peter Adolfsson.
Cesium’s Mobile Security
Vaults are made of steel and
concrete and almost 100%
locally manufactured in
Katrineholm. If the customer
is abroad, they can also be
license-built there. These are
solid pieces of equipment  a
20 foot vault weighs 26 tons,
but can be carried by a normal
container transporter. The security vault will then be anchored
to the floor or a concrete slab
and equipped with alarm and
satellite communication. An
advantage of the Mobile Security Vaults is
that they may be considered as both fixed
and movable property. Different depreciation regulations will apply and the customer may choose the most suitable option.

